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Make a'project on "Conservation of Water" and learn the syllabus of PT- 2.

English- 1. Learn Poem'Vocation'and'What if.
l,.Write an essay on'Television is harmful'.
2. Do the following questions [Do the questions in separate thin notebook):a. What did Nasir want to learn?
b. What do you mean by Bodily intelligence?
' c. How does Serbjit control his anger when he gets angry?
d. "My wife knows best how to run the house". Who said these words to whom & why?
e. How did Alger and Jumman treat each other?
f. How was Rasheed fooled by the shopkeeper?

g. Why was the shop called 'Lucky shop' ?
h. When did the banyan tree become a noisy place?

i. What information about snakes do you get in the Lesson 'Desert Animals'?
j. What does the author tell about mongooses?
k. How did the old aunt get justice?
L How did Jumman and Alger get over their bitterness and become friends again?
m. How did uncle explain the games of chance?
n. What trick did the shopkeeper play to tempt his customers to play the losing

game?
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What is the story of 'The Banyan Tree' about? Narrate the incident in brief.
1. Do exercises of the chapters coming in Periodic Test - 2 in workbook.

2. Model Making Roll No - 1 to 1,0 - Structure of Block Mountain.
Roll No - 11 to 20 - Structure of Fold Mountain.
Roll No - 2I to 30 - Structure of volcanic Mountain.
Maths - Learn table 2 to 20.
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1. There are 20 girls and 45 boys in a class.
a.) What is the ratio of number of girls to the number of boys?

b.) What is the ratio of number of girls to total number of students in the class?
2. Add the following:

(a)2518 +

1711

r

(b) 11/3 + rU6 + 2
3. A marble tile measures 25 cm by 15 cm. How many tiles

will

be required to cover floor of dimensions

of

l0mar.id3m?
4. Urmila's school at a distance of 5 km 350m from her home, she travels 1 km 70 m on foot and rest by
bus, How much distance does she travel by bus?
i

5. The cost of a pen is Rs. 19/3 and that of a pencil is Rs.

2ll5,whichcosts more and by how much?

6. A wire of length 718 m is broken into two pieces. If the length of 1 piece is 114 m. What is the length
other piece?

of

7.The length and breadth of a rectangular field are in the ratio 3:2 the cost of covering the field at Rs. 6.50
per meter is Rs. 520. Find the dimension of the field.
8. The Cost of 4 dozen bananas is Rs. 60. How many bananas can be purchased for Rs 12.50?
9. Find the cost of fencing a rectangular pack of length 115 m and breadth 125 m at the rate of Rs. 12 per
meter.
10. Write

following in equations:

a.) 1 ladded ro 2m

.
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b.) 5 times y ro which 5 is added
c.) 3 times y from which 3 is subtracted
d.) gsubtracted from 2m

SYLLABUS F.OR PT.2
ish Literature - Ch - 6 Who I am , Ch -7 Fair play,
Poem : The wonderfulwords, Where do allthe Teachers go?
English LanRuage - Tenses, Subject - Verb agreement, Active and Passive voice, Letter writing,
(Allthe work done in notebook.)
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Civics- Ch-6,7
Geography - Ch - 5, 6
Maths - 1. Chapter 1-1- - Algebra
Science - Ch -8,9,10.
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Chapter L2

-

Ratio of Proportion.

Computer- Ch-1,,12
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